
7 Grade New York Hub Living History Education Foundation Inquiry by Keith Reilly

Why did General George
Washington Love New
York in the American

Revolution?

Keith Reilly is a Master Teacher with Living History Education Foundation that provides teachers with opportunities and
materials for an experiential approach to learning. www.livinghistoryed.org

Supporting Questions

How did both British and Patriots attempt to control the Hudson River?1.

Why were New Yorkers so deeply divided between Patriots and Loyalist?2.

Why was the victory at Saratoga vital for the United States to form an alliance with
France?

3.

What were General Washington's emotions as he returned to New York City?4.
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7 Grade New York Hub Living History Education Foundation Inquiry by Keith Reilly

Why did General George Washington Love New York in the
American Revolution?

Inquiry Standard

7.3 Growing tensions over political power and economic issues sparked a movement for
independence from Great Britain. New York played a critical role in the course and outcome of
the American Revolution.  

Gathering, Using, and Interpreting Evidence: Geographic Reasoning; Economic Reasoning;
Comparison and Contexutalization 

Staging the
Compelling
Question

Explain how New York was vital to the outcome of the American Revolution and how the Battle
of Saratoga was especially significant to the Patriot victory of the American Revolution.

Supporting Question 1 Supporting Question 2 Supporting Question 3 Supporting Question 4

How did both British and
Patriots attempt to
control the Hudson
River?

Why were New Yorkers
so deeply divided
between Patriots and
Loyalist?

Why was the victory at
Saratoga vital for the
United States to form an
alliance with France?

What were General
Washington's emotions
as he returned to New
York City?

Formative Performance
Task

Formative Performance
Task

Formative Performance
Task

Formative Performance
Task

Create a map of  New
York with the rivers and
lakes labeled and mark
the Patriot and British
forts including Iroquois
positions at the start of
the British campaign of
1777.

Write a persuasive
argument to a member
of the Iroquois Nation. 
From either the Loyalist
or Patriot perspective,
convince the Iroquois  to
join your side. 

Write a claim supported
by evidence that the
Battle of Saratoga
marked the “turning
point” in the American
Revolution.

Create a broadside or
poster announcing
"Evacuation Day" on
November 25, 1783 and
the return of General
George Washington to
New York City. 

Featured Sources Featured Sources Featured Sources Featured Sources

Source A: Governor
Tryon's Report Source B:
Von Stuben Manual
Source C: Saratoga: The
Campaign of 1777

Source A: Loyalist
Recruitment Broadside
Source B: Liberty Cufflink
from Fort Montgomery
Source C: The Battle of
Fort Montgomery

Source A: Cartridge
Making Pattern Source B:
"Dear Diary" from
Saratoga Source C:
"Something more at
Stake" - Saratoga Video

Source A: Washington's
return to NYC Source B:
British Prison Ships in
NYC Source C:
Washington's Farewell

Summative
Performance Task

ARGUMENT

Why did George Washington Love New York during the American Revolution?  Construct an
argument (e.g., detailed outline, poster, essay) that addresses the compelling question using
specific claims and relevant evidence from historical sources.

EXTENSION

Create a 90 second “I Love New York” commercial about New York State's crucial role in the
American Revolution and highlight the historic sites that students can visit today.

Taking Informed
Action

UNDERSTAND

Identify the disagreement over how to best utilize the remaining land where the Fishkill Supply
Depot resides.

ASSESS

Evaluate the competing claims from the perspective of the Continental Commons and the
Friends of the Fishkill Supply Depot

ACTION

Propose a resolution to either  to save the Fishkill Supply Depot or support Continental
Commons to the Fishkill Planning board at: http://www.fishkill-ny.gov/contact-form---planning..
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Overview

Inquiry Description

1/3 of all of the battles of the American Revolution occurred in New York State with General Washington
spending much of his time during the war in the state.  Throughout this living history inquiry, students
investigate the complex nature of the American Revolution.  The students gather information about the
individuals and groups involved in the American Revolution to understand the conflict and global
implications.  New York State played a critical role to the outcome of the war due to its geographic, economic
and political importance.  Students will focus on the compelling question to understand how General
Washington understood the importance of New York . The inquiry will examine the strategic importance of
New York as well as the civil war element of “Loyalist” vs. “Patriot”.  Since this is a Living History Inquiry, the
formative performance tasks will focus on hands on experiential learning that a new recruit into a 18th
century army would likely have to perform. The formative tasks lead to the summative task for the students
creating an "I Love New York" commercial that inspires the public to visit these historic sites of New York.
The inquiry also offers Living History tasks that will offer additional methods to increase knowledge about the
American Revolution through activities that bolster interest and community involvement with a summative
Living History  “School of the Soldier” production.  Taking Informed Action is also a vital piece of this inquiry
that encourages students to visit the sites devoted to the American Revolution as well as to participate in
saving the Fishkill Supply Depot  for interpretation for future generations.

Structure

Students list on paper some of the reasons why George Washington would love New York State. The students
will also list the names of famous battles that occurred during the American Revolution. Students may also
list the names of the British, Patriots , Loyalist and Native Americans that all fought in the conflict. Teachers
may focus the discussion on the strategic location of New York State. The location of the Mohawk and Hudson
River will be mapped out to show the importance of travel and river transportation. Teachers may also use
sports analogies to see how a team learn techniques and styles from other countries to improve.  (For
example, the growth of Soccer in the United States) The inquiry will also highlight the many state and national
parks in New York State that have an important role in the American Revolution.  This inquiry has been a
collaborative effort with input from Saratoga National Park, Fort Montgomery State Park and Fort Stanwick
National Park as well as the Living History Education Foundation.
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Staging the Compelling Question
Compelling
Question

Why did General George Washington Love New York in the American Revolution?

Featured Sources Source A: Living History Manual

Staging the compelling question

Throughout this living history inquiry, students investigate the complex nature of the American Revolution.
 The students gather information about the individuals and groups involved in the American Revolution to
understand the conflict and global implications.  New York State played a critical role to the outcome of the
war due to its geographic, economic and political importance.  Students will focus on the compelling question
to examine the strategic importance of New York as well as the civil war element of “Loyalist” vs. “Patriot”.
 Since this is a Living History Inquiry, additional formative performance tasks will focus on hands on
experiential learning that a new recruit into a 18th century army would likely have to perform.   The
formative tasks lead to the summative task of creating a commercial that inspires the public to visit these
historic sites. The inquiry also offers Living History tasks that will offer additional methods to increase
knowledge about the American Revolution through activities that bolster interest and community
involvement with a summative Living History  “School of the Soldier” production.  Taking Informed Action is
also a vital piece of this inquiry that encourages students to visit the sites devoted to the American Revolution
as well as to participate in saving the Fishkill Supply Depot  for interpretation for future generations.
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Compelling Question
Featured Source A Living History Manual

Living History Manual by Joseph J. Ryan and Raymond E. Bell Jr
Visit www.livinghistoryed.org to download a copy of the manual
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Supporting Question 1
Supporting
Question

How did both British and Patriots attempt to control the Hudson River?

Formative
Performance Task

Create a map of  New York with the rivers and lakes labeled and mark the Patriot and British
forts including Iroquois positions at the start of the British campaign of 1777.

Featured Sources
Source A: Governor Tryon's Report
Source B: Von Stuben Manual
Source C: Saratoga: The Campaign of 1777

The Hudson River and lakes in the Adirondacks form a line that runs north and south to the St. Lawrence
River that essentially isolate the New England Colonies from the rest of the English Colonies. Forts are
constructed by both the Patriots and the British to win control of the river. Iroquois nations were also located
in Western New York along the Mohawk River and will have to choose which side to fight. 

Formative Performance Task

In the formative task, students will create a map of New York’s rivers and lakes. The living history techniques
from the Von Steuben Drill Manual about how to fire a flintlock musket will understand the tactics that
dominated the 18th century. Comparing the battlefield tactics to the game of football will help students to
understand the need for open-field  fighting and the need for precise execution of the manual. The role and
importance of the Iroquois will also be examined. 
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Supporting Question 1
Featured Source A Governor Tryon's Report

Documentary History of the State of New York. E.B. O'Callaghan.1850
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Supporting Question 1
Featured Source B Von Stuben Manual

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I_SCFmO_sSQ
http://www.jouster.com/forums/showthread.php?8178-..
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I_SCFmO_sSQ
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Supporting Question 1
Featured Source C Saratoga: The Campaign of 1777

Saratoga NHP Site Pamphlet
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Supporting Question 2
Supporting
Question

Why were New Yorkers so deeply divided between Patriots and Loyalist?

Formative
Performance Task

Write a persuasive argument to a member of the Iroquois Nation.  From either the Loyalist or
Patriot perspective, convince the Iroquois  to join your side. 

Featured Sources
Source A: Loyalist Recruitment Broadside
Source B: Liberty Cufflink from Fort Montgomery
Source C: The Battle of Fort Montgomery

Additional
Materials

IMG_5099.jpg (https://s3.amazonaws.com/idm-
dev/u/1/4/c/5/1587/14c5cd7b1a250ce7cca46b461f41870cd083e736.jpg)

IMG_5100.jpg (https://s3.amazonaws.com/idm-
dev/u/e/f/3/3/1587/ef332ef9b01483f5c6fed7ee179f7a42b81acbb0.jpg)

IMG_5111.jpg (https://s3.amazonaws.com/idm-
dev/u/6/e/d/e/1587/6edea5fbd0e8535c9508c49ce9c9ed1d0ceb53de.jpg)

IMG_5109.jpg (https://s3.amazonaws.com/idm-
dev/u/7/4/1/8/1587/74180db316f623e6892c4a98bd373454f8712dd0.jpg)

IMG_5126.jpg (https://s3.amazonaws.com/idm-
dev/u/8/7/a/1/1587/87a141922db378d478bababd2ce5bf4883c9c3b8.jpg)

General Washington called the defense of the Hudson Highlands against the British the "key to the
continent"--the strategy prevented British ships from interrupting the flow of support between the New
England and lower colonies and was an important factor in winning the war. But nearly 20,000 Americans
also fought as Loyalist alongside the British with the Battle of Oriskany being one of the most viscous fought
between Loyalist, Patriot and Native American. 

Formative Performance Task

This task will help the students to understand the conflict from both sides and create empathy for Loyalists
and Patriots. Also, this conflict will shatter the Iroquois Confederacy and culture. The Living History
Performance Task of setting up a tent, building fascines and wearing the uniform of the 18th century will
allow students to understand the day to day life of being a soldier. Students will have a better understanding
about the motivation for selecting a side after performing these tasks.
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Supporting Question 2
Featured Source A Loyalist Recruitment Broadside

Loyalistamericanregiment.org
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Supporting Question 2
Featured Source B Liberty Cufflink from Fort Montgomery

In the Hour of Their Country's Trial: An Exhibit Guide to Fort Montgomery State Historic Site. New York Office of Parks,
Recreation and Preservation
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Supporting Question 2
Featured Source C The Battle of Fort Montgomery

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0t9iXAVBrl0
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Supporting Question 3
Supporting
Question

Why was the victory at Saratoga vital for the United States to form an alliance with France?

Formative
Performance Task

Write a claim supported by evidence that the Battle of Saratoga marked the “turning point” in
the American Revolution.

Featured Sources
Source A: Cartridge Making Pattern
Source B: "Dear Diary" from Saratoga
Source C: "Something more at Stake" - Saratoga Video

This question examines the idea that the United States desperately needs materials, money and a navy to
defeat the British. The Battle of Saratoga is viewed by many historians as the “turning point” in the war and
students will understand how the Patriots improved since the defeat of New York City in 1776. With the
Living History task, militia soldiers were expected to arrive for duty with a certain number of cartridges.
Continental Army forces had their cartridges manufactured by paid laborers working for the Commissary of
Military Stores and issued from regional supply depots such as the Fishkill Supply Depot. While making these
cartridges, students would reflect on the consequences of the war.  Learning about 18th century medicine
also makes students aware of the realities of war and the deadly effects of battle wounds, infections and
disease.

Formative Performance Task

The claim summaries the students learning about New York State’s Role in the American Revolution and the
importance of Saratoga.

The United States Continental Army Defeated a well trained British and Hessian Army at Saratoga

A Franco-American Alliance could help the French regain control of its empire in North America

Early victory at Fort Ticonderoga will supply the Patriots with cannons

Sites such as Fishkill Supply Depot provided the materials needed to win the war

The Hudson River was critical to the outcome of the War with many fortifications constructed to
ensure that the Patriot’s would control the Hudson
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Supporting Question 3
Featured Source A Cartridge Making Pattern

Living History Education Encampment Manual by Sharon Longobardi and Susan Donaton
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Supporting Question 3
Featured Source B "Dear Diary" from Saratoga

from Teacher Resource Guide at Saratoga NHP.  To download teh Teacher Resource Guide, please email
William_valosin@nps.gov
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Supporting Question 3
Featured Source C "Something more at Stake" - Saratoga Video

The video is available for purchase at the Saratoga Battlefield Vistor Center. PDF of this sheet is available at the Teacher
Resource Guide at Saratoga NHP
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Supporting Question 4
Supporting
Question

What were General Washington's emotions as he returned to New York City?

Formative
Performance Task

Create a broadside or poster announcing "Evacuation Day" on November 25, 1783 and the
return of General George Washington to New York City. 

Featured Sources
Source A: Washington's return to NYC
Source B: British Prison Ships in NYC
Source C: Washington's Farewell

Washington was in New York City when the Declaration of Independence was signed in 1776. Shortly after,
he and the Continental Army were soundly defeated by the British in the Battle of Brooklyn.  For seven years,
Washington kept his army together.  Washington dealt with numerous disappointments such as the near
starvation of his army at Valley Forge and the betrayal of Benedict Arnold.  Finally after the victory of
Yorktown and the Treaty of Paris, the British evacuate New York City.  

Formative Performance Task

Students will create a poster announcing the British leaving New York and the celebration plans in New York. 
Students may quote Washington or other Patriots such as Thomas Paine.  Announcements of a parade by the
Continental Army and celebration at Fraunces Tavern may also be included. 
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Supporting Question 4
Featured Source A Washington's return to NYC

General Washington, New York Governor George Clinton and men in the Continental Army marched down Broadway to the
Battery to formally take possession of the City.
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Supporting Question 4
Featured Source B British Prison Ships in NYC

From 1776 to 1783, the British forces occupying New York City used abandoned or decommissioned warships anchored just
offshore to hold those soldiers, sailors and private citizens they had captured in battle or arrested on land or at sea (many for

refusing to swear an oath of allegiance to the British Crown). Some 11,000 prisoners died aboard the prison ships over the
course of the war, many from disease or malnutrition.
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Supporting Question 4
Featured Source C Washington's Farewell

In 1783, Washington summons his military officers to Fraunces Tavern in New York City to inform them that he will be
resigning his commission and returning to civilian life.
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Summative Performance Task
Compelling
Question Why did General George Washington Love New York in the American Revolution?

Argument
Why did George Washington Love New York during the American Revolution?  Construct an
argument (e.g., detailed outline, poster, essay) that addresses the compelling question using
specific claims and relevant evidence from historical sources.

Extension
Create a 90 second “I Love New York” commercial about New York State's crucial role in the
American Revolution and highlight the historic sites that students can visit today.

Argument

Students will construct an essay that addresses the compelling question based on the sources and knowledge
of the American Revolution.  The argument will acknowledge Washington's defeat in New York City in 1776
and his desire to retake the city. Washington will have a nearly constant presence in New York's Hudson
Highlands until his triumphant return to the city in 1783. 

Extension

On the "I love New York" Paths through History Website it states that: "One-third of the Revolutionary War's
battles were fought in New York State, and George Washington said that whoever held the Hudson River and
New York City controlled "the safety of America."  It's fair to say that American Independence would never
have been realized without the Empire State. From Fort Ticonderoga's strategic position, the Crown Point
State Historic Site, to Fort Stanwix or the Saratoga National Historic Park  - visitors will be able to walk
through and imagine the scenes that took place over 200 years ago." 

This extension activity will summaries the importance of New York State in the American Revolution and will
inform the audience about the many sites throughout New York State that influenced the outcome of the
American Revolution and the creation of the United States. 

The Living History Education Foundation has authentic uniforms and materials that can be loaned and
greatly enhance the quality of the performance.
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Taking Informed Action

Understand
Identify the disagreement over how to best utilize the remaining land where the Fishkill Supply
Depot resides.

Assess
Evaluate the competing claims from the perspective of the Continental Commons and the
Friends of the Fishkill Supply Depot

Action
Propose a resolution to either  to save the Fishkill Supply Depot or support Continental
Commons to the Fishkill Planning board at: http://www.fishkill-ny.gov/contact-form---planning..

Declared as "the last of the important Revolutionary War sites yet to be properly explored," the Fishkill
Supply Depot remains so today: a one-of-a-kind site of national importance that has never gotten its due.
Located in Fishkill, New York, the Depot was a key strategic center of the American Revolution, established
and visited repeatedly by George Washington. Known as the "Military nerve center of the Continental army,"
the Depot was one of three major encampments along with Morristown and Valley Forge. Hallowed history
happened here - hundreds of the original soldiers who fought to found our nation died and were buried in
unmarked graves.
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Appendices

IMG_5102.jpg (https://s3.amazonaws.com/idm-
dev/u/f/3/8/f/1587/f38fca490514c68b35c6ac090450166b26f7ade7.jpg)

IMG_5103.jpg (https://s3.amazonaws.com/idm-
dev/u/e/1/2/f/1587/e12f6ef0c834eb758194839e85959020b8689aa5.jpg)

IMG_5104.jpg (https://s3.amazonaws.com/idm-
dev/u/5/1/3/d/1587/513dc33348433aef97a15b2c4ff26ee04a2e05db.jpg)

IMG_5105.jpg (https://s3.amazonaws.com/idm-
dev/u/0/d/d/5/1587/0dd56f52cddb28ee2e83d491ea18574699501aae.jpg)

IMG_5135.jpg (https://s3.amazonaws.com/idm-
dev/u/5/5/7/f/1587/557fccf8ea3a1edd169f6f3ed93d301cff236d3e.jpg)

     $
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